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Dynamic meeting views keep everyone connected to the content, 
and with each other. Where formal presentations are paired with 
collaborative chats, digital canvases unleash group creativity, and 
everyone can connect face-to-face wherever they are.

Through its certification program, Microsoft ensures high quality 
audio and video which helps everyone to be seen and heard with 
the utmost clarity. 

Sharp/NEC products are optimised to deliver the best possible user 
experience. The combination of high quality Sharp/NEC display 
technology with other Teams certified peripherals brings perfectly 
curated Teams Room scenarios for meetings of any size and format.

A new layout
Organisations today are evolving to better support the needs of 
a hybrid workforce. Adapting office space and technology will 
provide the best possible experience for everyone, everywhere. 
Every meeting participant must feel equally valued, able to 
contribute and collaborate as if they were all in the same physical 
space. Location need not be a barrier to inclusion.

According to Microsoft, Teams Rooms (MTR) has been adopted 
by 60% of Fortune 500 companies to connect teams across 
their hybrid workspaces. To make meeting interactions between 
virtual and in-the-room meeting participants more natural, 
Microsoft introduced a new layout for MTRs - called Front Row. 
 
With Front Row, Microsoft moves the video gallery to the bottom 
of the screen, so remote participants are actually face-to-face 
with people in the room. Microsoft has also made it possible for 
everyone in a Teams Room, whether virtual or in-person, to see 
and react to chat comments during a meeting. 



Take advantage of our technology-agnostic consultancy 
Supporting inclusive video layouts, choose the best suited display technology and optimise your screen real estate to bring greater 
attention to remote participants.

LCD Displays 

Workflow style and room size will define whether 
to utilise a single large format display or a dual-
screen solution. Choose an interactive display to 
support creative sessions using the same Teams 
layout.

Projectors & Fine-pitch dvLED 

For larger meeting rooms the new panoramic 
layout can be achieved with either projection or a 
dvLED wall. The ultra-wide format provides more 
screen space over a stretched single canvas to 
create an immersive experience. 

Projection might be the more affordable choice, 
but the room environment needs to be much 
more controlled when it comes to ambient light.  

Fine-pitch dvLED is the latest technology for 
meeting rooms offering larger, more flexible and 
brighter screen configurations.
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Choose the perfect-fit digital surface

Single or Dual Large Format Displays Single or edge-blended Projectors dvLED
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